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Embarking on this venture was a risk for the 
two, but their forward-thinking nature laid 
the foundation for a company that would 
grow to become a technology industry 
leader. Time and time again, Adobe has 
proven itself as a company centered around 
excellence and innovation, constantly 
introducing new ways of doing things in the 
world. From the Flash Player and PDF to the 
Creative Cloud, Adobe sets the standard in 
every market it enters.

Now, it’s time to take on adtech–a market 
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The main problem facing Adobe Experience 
Cloud for Advertising is the indifference 
their audience feels towards adtech. We will 
solve this by showcasing Adobe Experience 
Cloud for Advertising as the hero of the 
industry. Our challenge is to raise awareness 
for Adobe Experience Cloud for Advertising 
and we will only be successful if we 
understand and engage with the values, 
behaviors and habits of our progressive 
audience.   
Adobe always responds with a 
transformative solution when faced with 
an industry problem and Team 100 is here 
to provide Adobe with just that. From here 
on, Adobe challenges you to explore the 
seamlessness of Adobe Experience Cloud 
for Advertising. 

“I would never speculate on the 
limit. Every time you speculate, 
you’re way too conservative.”
  - John Warncok1 
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PROBLEM
AT A GLANCE

Media professionals that use adtech solutions are 
always awaiting the tools that will enable them to 
create the best work of their lives. Currently, they 
are unaware of the ultimate tool: Adobe Experience 
Cloud for Advertising.

A Deeper Look

Adobe Experience Cloud for Advertising is unfamiliar to our audiences 
because there is a sense of comfort surrounding their current adtech 
software.2 Many avoid seeking new platforms from fear of disrupting 
the workflow. Simply put, they opt not to question the norm. 
However, most would also agree that their existing adtech software 
frequently causes problems in cross-channel communication, 
placement transparency, lag time prevention and target effectiveness.3 

Even though our audiences believe they’re preventing a headache by 
avoiding new options, they’re settling for outdated technology.

Beyond bringing awareness to the Adobe Experience Cloud for 
Advertising, we aim to express that their solution is unlike anything 
else in the marketplace. Adobe’s offerings are truly revolutionary to the 
world of adtech.4,5

THE TAKEAWAYTHE OBSTACLE

THE TASK - KPI’s

A Complex Audience

KPI #1

KPI #2

KPI #4

KPI #3

With a wide array of existing adtech solutions already present in 
the market, our awareness campaign must resonate with our target 
audiences in a unique way. Adobe, as a brand, places value on 
putting humans first, which will be a primary focus in our campaign. 
Adobe humanizes data collection, viewing data as people rather than 
numbers. We will reach our audiences by evoking emotion that speaks 
to their human side first–but also speaks to their business side. 

Raise unaided awareness of Adobe’s 
Experience Cloud for Advertising with our 
target audiences by 2 percentage points, up 
to 7%. 

Be in the top three share of voice for earned 
media.

Capture 10,000 new decision maker and 
practitioner contact information. 

Drive 50,000 visits to Adobe .com and 
Advertising Cloud at this site:
ht tps://www.adobe.com/adver tising/
adobe-advertising-cloud.html”

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Industry Landscapes
Adobe is entering a market of walled gardens. In the industry today, 
tech giants like Facebook and Google are able to sell media to 
themselves. While this may seem like a benefit, it allows for tech 
giants to inflate results to cater to customers. This raises transparency 
issues with large companies. On the other hand, companies like 
Trade Desk, Salesforce and MediaMath are more transparent in 
media buying–which walled gardens cannot provide.  

Adobe holds a unique position within the industry landscape, as they 
have no incentive to inflate or manipulate data to their customers. 
Additionally, Adobe cements its status as an industry leader by 
bringing together creative asset management with real time analytics. 

Adobe as a Multifaceted Solution
Since first launching, Adobe Systems Incorporated has proven itself as an asset to the 
world. Historically, the brand has made a name for itself by finding new ways to change the 
way people work.7 Thus, consumers already recognize Adobe as a household name–
recognizing its principles of creativity, innovation and transformation. Here are some 
noteworthy examples from Adobe’s history:

PDF Documents
Three letters that continue to change the world. In 1993, Adobe created 
the Portable Document Format to present and exchange documents 
reliably, and it now runs the digital world. Adobe was the catalyst of the 
paperless office, making documents easily interchangeable and editable 
digitally, now they are ready to show how far they’ve come.

Adobe Flash Player

Adobe Creative Cloud

Flash Player was introduced in 1996, as a universal software used to view 
multimedia contents, execute Internet applications and stream audio 
and video. It changed the way people were able to use the internet and 
pioneered engaging digital experiences by adding multimedia elements 
to web pages. While Flash today may not be seen as cutting-edge 
technology, its groundbreaking history cannot be ignored.

Introduced in October 2011, Creative Cloud brought the entire Adobe 
Creative Suite together into a cloud-based service. Since then, it has 
remained the go-to tool for makers and creatives. Through Creative 
Cloud, Adobe has proven its drive to remain user-focused by constantly 
improving and modifying its apps.

BRAND RESEARCHMARKET RESEARCH

Using validated social scientific measures, we identified current audience 
perceptions of the industry competitors on a 7-point scale.6
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An Uncertain Future
Just as a snag will eventually unravel a garment, issues arising in adtech may eventually 
overcome its successes. As the amount of data used to track consumers and advertising 
increases–so do business’ demands for smarter systems. Dysfunctions in backend 
advertising are nuances which are visible yet tolerated in the current market. As these 
issues continue to exist, they will only become more problematic.

The Attitude: Apathetic about AdTech
If you like one, you like them all. Our research shows that individuals perceive adtech 
providers as interchangeable and vastly indistinguishable.6 While each service has their 
unique assets, like transparency or functionality, they are not significant enough to stand 
out as a whole on their own. So, how does Adobe rise above the monotony? By shaking up 
the industry with Adobe Experience Cloud for Advertising.

Compromised Consumer Experiences
This indifferent attitude is not exclusive to those in the advertising industry. Irrelevant 
ads, long lag times, poor targeting and a host of other issues have become a norm for 
consumers. Online advertising is seen as an annoyance that can be quickly skipped rather 
than being engaging content. Even consumers have picked up on an apathetic attitude 
when experiencing advertisements.

Outgrowing the Current Systems
Technology today is more advanced than ever. Algorithms and patterns mined from data 
collection are utilized to create the ultimate consumer experience. Despite consumer 
information being more available than ever, the connection between brands and their 
consumers is still evolving to its full potential.8 This is why the industry needs change; this 
is why the industry needs Adobe Experience Cloud for Advertising.

THE TAKEAWAY
Sometimes, you don’t know what to ask for if you don’t know it exists.  
This is where Adobe steps in as the hero. With ever evolving behaviours, 
trends and needs, impactful advertising is becoming a rare commodity. 
By creating connected experiences that reflect these changes, Adobe 
has positioned itself at the forefront of the industry.

THE REALITY
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AUDIENCE

Each of our target audiences share a growth mindset in and out of 
the workplace. They are always working to understand their industry, 
set themselves up for success and overcome whatever life throws at 
them. Capitalizing on this growth mindset, the hesitation to adopt 
new workflows and programs can be assuaged by showcasing 
the long term benefits provided by Adobe Experience Cloud for 
Advertising.

Using validated social science measures, we were able to find with a 
significance* that those who have worked longer in the industry are 
more keen towards being early adopters of tech. They are intrigued 
by stories of innovation and commonly use self-references–proving 
their confidence in themselves and their decision making. The 
opposite was proven as well: Those who are new to the industry 
are likely to follow what they view as reliable and “the best in the 
market.” Luckily for Adobe, these mindsets both favor a switch to 
Adobe Experience Cloud for Advertising. Vision leaders will be 
open to adopting a revolutionary software early on. Practitioners 
will be favorable to Adobe due to it’s highly perceived reputation. 
Decision makers are the happy medium; They value the reputation 
of companies while keeping a keen eye out for new ways to keep 
their edge.6

Designed to Grow

Experience Matters

Early Adopter
G

oes w
ith the M

asses

P = .003

EXPERIENCE SPECTRUM

Vision leaders are pioneers of structural 
change in their businesses and are therefore 
the most willing to take risks for larger 
payoffs.9,10 With this immense responsibility, 
they are always looking for the most 
innovative way to fundamentally impact 
their business practices.

Decision-makers are forward-thinkers. They 
are constantly looking toward the next step 
and thinking about what can boost them 
forward in their careers.10 As busy as they 
are during the work day, they find that the 
business keeps them on their toes and are 
always ready for the next challenge.

Practitioners do a lot of ‘hands-on’ work, 
meaning they are in charge of being 
most informed and immersed in the 
industry.11 However, because they tend to 
have less experience and careers that are 
more impacted by big risks, they are the 
most likely to lean conservatively in their 
decisions. 

VISION LEADER

DECISION MAKER

PRACTITIONER 

“If you’re not moving forward, 
you’re falling behind.”

“Change is the only constant.”

“Be the change you wish to see in 
the world.”

THE TAKEAWAY

*P = .003
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Raise awareness of Adobe as 
the leading, independent adtech 
provider with our target audience at 
companies and agencies spending 
$1M+ annually on digital advertising. 

The Task

Adobe Experience Cloud for 
Advertising captures our audiences’ 
innate desire toward a more 
successful future in advertising by 
offering a revolutionary solution.

The Insight

THE OPPORTUNITIES

Consumers are weary of adtech and its current 
capabilities. Adobe’s adtech has the resources 
to turn consumer skepticism into meaningful 
experiences.

Other adtech solutions solely use 
demographics to produce and place ads, 
but Adobe Experience Cloud for Advertising 
creates dynamic ads that follow unique 
consumer journeys from initial exposure to 
point of purchase.

“Automation will liberate us from the 
mundane and enable us to focus on more 
engaging, creative and fulfilling work.”12 
Adobe gives media planners the space to 
create - one of the main reasons why they 
chose a career in Advertising.

Due to current issues with lag time from 
adtech, consumers still receive ads for 
products and services they have already 
purchased. Adobe provides real time 
data to reduce this lag time and provide 
meaningful experiences.

A common issue companies face is the 
miscommunication between different 
departments. With capabilities to link with 
Adobe Creative Cloud - one of the most 
common softwares in creative departments 
- Adobe Experience Cloud for Advertising 
minimizes miscommunications and 
seamlessly partners media with respective 
creative.

AWAKEN 
THE NEW ERA
OF ADVERTISING.

THE STRATEGY:

Beyond bringing awareness to the Adobe Experience Cloud for Advertising, 
we will express that their solution is unlike anything else in the marketplace.
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FROM HERE ON.
Adobe Experience Cloud for Advertising

CORE MESSAGE
Champion every moment as a step towards what’s possible. Adobe shapes the future
of technology day-by-day with its rich consumer dialogue and reputation for connected
experiences. There’s no better feeling than finding the tools to make work feel less like 
work. Adobe Experience Cloud for Advertising, powered by Sensei, delivers insights you 
never thought were extractable. From here on, stop settling for less than what’s possible.

ManifestoVideo_Team100.mp4
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OUR 
AUDIENCES

We’ve segmented our placements into two different targeting groups. One set of media 
placements directly engages with our primary and secondary audiences. These hyper-
targeted placements will receive more than 90% of our impressions. Benefiting from an 
inherently collaborative field, we will also target our primary and secondary audience’s 
sphere of influence. This includes creatives, account managers, communication planners 
and other specialties within marketing in their media departments. From a survey by 
Ketchum, it was noted that 71% of Millennial B2B professionals trusted their colleagues 
most as the medium for receiving information regarding new vendors - even from those 
with differing job titles.13 

Audience Segments 

The primary audience for our placements 
are practitioners. As the group that works 
most directly with adtech solutions, these 
are the individuals who are passionate 
about using an efficient software solution. 
Beyond direct usage, our practitioners 
encapsulate hustle culture. They are eager 
to learn and discuss industry trends by 
consistently consuming media, searching for 
insights and formulating their own opinions. 
With their hunger to think differently and 
find new solutions to existing problems, 
practitioners are the perfect primary target 
for this awareness campaign.

Primary Audience

Our secondary audiences are the vision 
leaders and decision makers: our C-level 
executives and mid-level managers. When 
choosing an adtech solution, best practice 
varies; however, many have a democratic 
process that heavily depends on our 
primary audience (practitioners) to provide 
their input. Because of this, our emphasis 
will be on the practitioners first, before 
ultimately reaching decision makers and 
eventually vision leaders through the chain 
of command.

Secondary Audience

Hyper-Targeted: our practitioners, 
decision makers and vision leaders. 
58% of our media mix are solely hyper-
targeted placements.

Sphere of Influence: our practitioners, 
decision makers, vision leaders and their 
network. This includes other marketing 
specialties within their media agency or 
department such as, but not limited to, 
creatives and account managers. 42% of 
our media mix will re-target our niche 
audiences and their sphere of influence.
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“When our team is choosing new software to use for a 
project, our directors always go to us first. They expect us 
to have an opinion and usually what the majority wants is 
what gets used.”

When it comes to choosing the software that best serves a company, vision leaders and decision makers depend 
on practitioners to give their educated opinions. This means if the practitioners feel strongly about implementing 
new adtech software, they can sway the opinion of their vision leaders and decision makers. Our research shows 
that most do not have much of an opinion on their adtech software, but if we give practitioners a reason to vocally 
advocate for Adobe Experience Cloud for Advertising it will usually result in that software being implemented. 
Bottom line, vision leaders and decision makers hold the final say in large purchasing decisions, but the voices of 
those that work directly with the software still hold a major influence.

DECISION MAKING 
PROCESS

- Assistant Media Planner, Full-service Advertising Agency14
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We seek to reach our primary audience of practitioners and secondary audiences of 
decision makers and vision leaders by involving their growth mindset in our placements. 
Our placements will be frequent and hyper-targeted to reach our audiences and their 
sphere of influence and actively measure engagement rates. 90% of our niche audience 
of practitioners, decision makers and vision leaders will be reached, with the other 10% 
being industry professionals within their sphere of influence. Practitioners will primarily 
be targeted through digital outreach on trade newsletters, YouTube, podcasts and Twitter. 
Decision makers and vision leaders will be reached through Trade Magazines, LinkedIn 

Our digital advertisements are garnered toward our 
primary audience but have also been strategically 
placed with our secondary audience in mind. Digital 
natives, our practitioners are more likely to engage with 
trade newsletters, adhere to podcast followership and 
use other social platforms to learn about new products. 
We found that 62% of B2B buyers say they can make 
a business decision based on online content alone.15 
However, our digital placements are not exclusive to 
just our practitioners. Our secondary audiences will be 
targeted with digital placements, such as LinkedIn, that 
engage with their online habits when it comes to B2B 
decisions.

Our primary and secondary audiences rely on industry 
trade print and online magazines to provide information 
about marketing innovation. Our industry trade 
placements were chosen for their popularity, prestige 
and impact on our audiences. The special Adobe 
interactive editions for trade magazines, such as AdAge 
and Adweek, will both be sent during our two peaks in 
October and February. Interestingly enough, according 
to MarketingProfs, 92% of the age demographic of 
practitioners find it easier to read print over digital 
content.16 Additionally, the average decision maker goes 
through at least six unique platforms before making a 
decision to purchase a product or service.16

Our experiential activations at conferences highlight Adobe’s 
innovative spirit. Using data derived from Adobe Experience 
Cloud, we will allow conference and Adobe Summit attendees to 
experience the power behind the awakening. We found that 87% 
of C-Suite executives believe in the power of live events to sway 
decision making processes.17 In addition to live events, we will also 
implement placements that incorporate the side hobbies of our 
audiences to bring Adobe to the top of their mind. For example, 
our qualitative research suggests that practitioners utilize different 
mind games as a way to have fun and remain challenged 
outside of work. Overall, our experiential placements provide 
an opportunity for Adobe Experience Cloud for Advertising to 
generate awareness for their product and initiate conversation 
centered around Adobe.

MEDIA STRATEGY

Digital Rationale Print Rationale Experiential Rationale

and Industry Conferences. The conferences will integrate various digital and physical 
experiences through exhibitions–all working to convey the new era of advertising. Our final 
special exhibition at the Adobe Summit, the Media Arcade, will be an intensive interactive 
experience for our target audiences. Our digital placements will appear a minimum of 
three times a week throughout our seven-month campaign. Adobe’s awareness will be 
enhanced by these strategic placements to seek out those who need creative solutions to 
their adtech needs.
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Through qualitative research, we discovered 
that our primary audience enjoys keeping 
their mind sharp through puzzles and 
unique activities. We found that many do 
so through the New York Times Crossword 
feature of its app. With more than 400,000 
subscribers, this feature will generate word-
of-mouth amongst users increasing unaided 
awareness amid our primary audience.21 

Since LinkedIn is the first choice for professionally relevant content amongst 91% of business 
executives,Adobe Experience Cloud for Advertising fits perfectly into this professional 
atmosphere.18 LinkedIn’s Lookalike Audience and Interest Targeting features will allow 
Adobe to capture user information, drive site visits through feed clicks and comprehensively 
ensure our placements are reaching our exact audiences.

Twitter provides real-time information from influencers and organizations in a wide 
geographic and demographic pool. Of those surveyed, 61% interact with an influencer 
at least once a day.19 Data from Twitter shows that ad engagements increased 69% over 
the last year, with a 28% drop in cost-per-ad engagements;making Twitter a cost-effective 
option for our campaign.20 Our Twitter placements will allow Adobe to lead their audience 
directly to their website.

NEW YORK TIMES 
CROSSWORD  
SPONSOR

LINKEDIN SPONSORED GIFS

NATIVE SPONSORED TWEETS

DIGITAL PLACEMENTS

KPI KEY
Raise unaided awareness of Adobe’s 
Experience Cloud for Advertising.

Be in the top three share of voice for 
earned media.

Drive 50,000 visits to Adobe.com.

Capture 10,000 new decision maker 
and practitioner contact information. 
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Practitioners and decision makers are turning to YouTube to stay up to date on all things 
tech and marketing. Searches related to the term “how to” are growing 70% year-after-
year.22 Adobe’s YouTube placements will allow our audiences to see the breadth of 
Adobe Experience Cloud for Advertising and its offerings. As they seek out current trends 
in today’s media industry, our pre-roll on channels such as IgniteVisibility and CES will 
increase awareness for AEC for Advertising as an adtech solution. Additionally, 80% of 
B2B marketers agree that YouTube content has the ability to drive website visits, views, 
engagement and purchases for businesses by hyper-targeting marketing, technology and 
digital culture channels.23

Segmented campaigns are the secret to success when it comes to Newsletter marketing– 
with over 75% of email revenue generated by triggered campaigns.25 In addition, 70% of 
those interviewed in our research rely on email newsletters to receive relevant industry 
news. We chose publications that will hit our primary audience in job-specific newsletters, 
such as MediaPost, as well as hitting our secondary audiences with industry trends 
newsletters, such as TheDrum Digital. Additionally, we chose newsletters such as Significant 
Digits that will reach our audience’s sphere of influence. According to Marketo, every $1 
spent on e-newsletters returns an average ROI of $44.25, showcasing the strong call-to-
action newsletters sent to our audience.26

NEWSLETTERS

YOUTUBE PRE-ROLL

Our podcast selection engages listeners from both our hyper-targeted audiences and 
their sphere of influence. Earned media will be driven by word-of-mouth through industry 
sponsorships such as strategist Mark Pollard’s podcast Sweathead. As a change-maker, he 
encapsulates Adobe’s awakening. A 60-second mid-roll message and a link in the podcast 
episode’s description will be a part of our sponsorship. We found that 67% of podcast 
listeners don’t mind sponsored messages and, in fact, find them useful.24 The total goal for 
engagement across all of our podcast selections is 92,077 - meaning that 50,000 website 
visits will be achieved and surpassed.

PODCAST SPONSORSHIPS
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When it comes to B2B Marketing, trade magazines are a must for any successful campaign. 
The primary readers of Adweek and AdAge are the most common decision makers in 
companies: middle to senior management–making these outlets the best magazines 
to utilize for our campaign. To be more specific, 63.4% of Adweek and AdAge readers 
have the title of VPs, General Managers and Directors or are in the C-Suite.27 According 
to the Association of Business Information & Media Companies, 45% of our secondary 
audience said that advertisements in print magazines inspired them to make a purchase.28 
Additionally, over 60% of Adweek and AdAge audiences either work in advertising 
agencies or as marketers in different industries.27 To continue the awakening, we will do 
an issue take-over for Adweek’s October edition, “Disruption”, which also includes awards 
for the best Media Plan of the year. Placements in these magazines will reach our hyper-
targeted segment–as well as their sphere of influence. Using AR, readers will scan the print 
ads which will trigger a maze game and will later lead the player to the Adobe website.

Customers of the Adobe Experience Cloud for Advertising will receive a surprise “Your Year: 
Capped” video that doubles as a “thank you” and an ode to the agency’s best work. This will 
highlight how companies who use our software are changemakers in their industries. “Your 
Year: Capped” will specifically resonate with our audiences as they appreciate their ability 
to create change–in addition to seeing the impact of their placements.

PRINT TRADE MAGAZINES 

YOUR YEAR: CAPPED

Raise unaided awareness of Adobe’s 
Experience Cloud for Advertising.

Be in the top three share of voice for 
earned media.

Drive 50,000 visits to Adobe.com.

Capture 10,000 new decision maker 
and practitioner contact information. 
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EXPERIENTIAL
Convention Booths
Aside from the Adobe Summit, technology and industry conferences located in major 
advertising hubs are optimal placements for the awakening. 64% of marketers use 
tradeshows and events to source new prospects and business opportunities–which ensures 
that a conference sponsorship will engage our primary and secondary audiences, as well 
as their sphere of influence.29 

Brandweek, SXSW, B2B Marketing Exchange MarTech and Programmatic I/O are all 
awakening experiences for our audience. Additionally, Adobe will be the principal sponsor 
for MediaPost’s Online All Stars awards ceremony–where they award the changemakers of 
the industry. 62% of leadership (Vice President and C-Suite) agree that in-person events are 
the most critical marketing channel to achieve key business objectives.29 

Conferences occurring from September to December will have Adobe booths showcasing 
awards won by agencies using the Adobe Experience Cloud for Advertising. Conferences 
taking place from January through March will include viewings of select “Your Year: 
Capped” videos. These experiences will demonstrate the award-winning power of the 
Adobe Experience Cloud for Advertising–from here on.
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Nametags

Our specialized badges will make heroes out of our target audiences by granting unique 
access to the Adobe Experience Cloud for Advertising exhibit. Exclusive perks, such as a VR 
experience and badges with personalized auras, will serve as a conversation starter at the 
Summit and when our audiences return to work. 

All previous placements have been leading up to the Adobe Summit–the ultimate campaign 
conclusion. The Summit will include its own tailored agenda featuring a discussion on 
ethics, personalized badges for our audiences and a special Adobe Experience Cloud 
for Advertising exhibit during the Community Mixer. Matt Rivitz, founder of the Twitter 
account, Sleeping Giants will deliver his “Ethics in Programmatics” talk for our audience. As 
an activist who challenges the digital community to stop programmatic ads from appearing 
on platforms riddled with hate speech, Rivitz is the perfect spokesperson for the Adobe 
awakening. Beyond the scope of this campaign, when highlighting changemakers like 
Rivitz, Adobe stays true to their values of being genuine and involved.

Adobe Summit
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Adobe Media Arcade is an exclusive personal experience during the Adobe Summit–
curated uniquely for our practitioners, decision makers and vision leaders. Similar to 
Adobe’s “Creative Types” quiz for creatives, our “Media Arcade” is a special way for 
professionals in media to find their personal character type within the industry. Based 
on their answers given throughout the experience, media planners will be assigned 
an aura which will be printed onto their badge to find other attendees who have 
answered in a similar fashion. Digital versions will also be given to share on social 
media and other platforms. This exclusive experience will highlight the important 
work that our audiences do and initiate conversation about Adobe Experience Cloud 
for Advertising during and after the Adobe Summit. 

Media Arcade
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AdAge Twitter Articles

SEPT OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR

DIGITAL
SOCIAL

MISC

Sponsored LinkedIn Posts

Sponsored Twitter Posts

YouTube Pre-Roll

AdExchanger

Podcasts 

AdWeek Digital Tech Today

AdWeek Programmatic Daily News

Buffer Social Media 

DigitDay 

MediaPost

Search Engine Land

Target Marketing 

The Drum

New York Times Crossword

Non-Obvious Insights Banner 

Significant Digits Sponsored Post 

Trade Magazines (AR)

EXPERIENTIAL
Your Year: Capped

Adobe Summit Panel & Exhibition

B2B Marketing Exchange 

BrandWeek Exhibition

MarTech Exhibition

MediaPost’s Online Award Show 

Programmatic i/0

SXSW Exhibition

PRINT

AdAge “MarTech” Issue

AdWeek “Disruptors” Issue

AdWeek Sponsored Takeover

PR Agency on Record

Evaluation Focus Groups 

NEWSLETTERS

INTERACTIVE

MEDIA 
SCHEDULE

Stage one of our campaign will launch 
on September 1st, 2020 to introduce the 
idea of the awakening through different 
sponsorships in the Advertising and 
Marketing industries. Adobe will kick off this 
campaign with a partnership with Adweek 
for digital content in early September which 
will lead into a conference integration during 
Brandweek in mid-September. Throughout 
this time and later in our campaign, 
different conferences and placements will 
energize our audiences. As our audience 
becomes familiar with Adobe’s power in 
thought leadership, we will enter our first 
peak in October through a variety of digital 
placements. In mid-fall, our audiences will 
be receptive toward purchasing adtech 
because their work is at an all-time high and 
top of mind. In November and December, 
as our audiences get ready for the holidays, 
we will taper off spending. 

Stage two of our campaign begins in 
January with a peak in February. February 
is an ideal time for a second peak because it 
is after the holidays without any upcoming 
major distractions. Additionally, advertising 
once again is top of mind with production 
of upcoming Super Bowl spots. 

We will gradually segment down into 
March, stage three of our campaign, with 
our primary focus on getting our audiences 
to the Summit. Since the Summit is at the 
end of March, the duration of March is a 
major opportunity to show our audiences 
the future of Adobe Experience Cloud for 
Advertising from here on. 
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Our media budget has been crafted in 
a way that makes Adobe top-of-mind 
as an adtech provider for our primary 
and secondary audiences. With peaks in 
October and February, our spend reflects 
when our audiences will be most receptive 
to learning about our software–as they’ll 
be actively seeking ways to make their 
campaigns reach their maximum potential. 
With a little less than $2 million allocated 
to digital, our highest spend will hone in 
on our niche audiences; while also giving 
us the opportunity to track, measure and 
optimize our placements–all at the perfect 
time. 

Additionally, experiential placements will 
be pivotal from here on. To supplement 
the connected experience in-person, a little 
over $1.5 million will be spent on engaging 
experiences through trade magazines 
and experiential placements. Lastly, the 
remaining budget will be spent between 
various unique PR efforts that will amplify 
our media reach, as well as evaluative focus 
groups to make sure our campaign delivers 
direct results. 

BUDGET OVERVIEW
Budget Summary

DIGITAL

LinkedIn $18,000 773,210 23,200
Newsletters $500,000 6,032,819 263,936

Podcasts 

New York Times Crossword

$500,038

$50,260

17,707,258

571,500

92,077

400,000

Trade Publications $706,965 800,000 30,640
Twitter Sponsored Posts

Summit Panel + Data Arcade 

$833,333

$389,951

238,095,345

17,000

14,814,822

21,750

Your Year: Capped

MediaPost’s All Star Awards

Trade Magazines

PR Agency on Record 

Evaluative Focus Groups

$132,061

$20,000

$474,280

$196,677

$10,000

$4,000,000

$4M Budget

$2,755,392

$563,651

$206,677

295,269,659

439,200

16,395,656

53,114

Total 
Impressions

Goal 
Engagement

303,336,109 16,985,780

34,270

300

7,687,250

34,270

300

883,560

YouTube Pre-Roll

Conference Exhibitions

$14,735

$153,700

31,255,257

421,900

736,711

31,064

EXPERIENTIAL

PRINT

ADDITIONAL

TOTALS

PLACEMENTS

$474,280 7,687,250 883,560
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IMPRESSIONS BREAKDOWN

To maintain high engagement rates and consistent impressions through our 
campaign, our digital presence will be consistent through the year with peaks 
in October and February. Additionally, our experiential and print will also be 
most present during these peaks with scattered flighting during off-season 
months.

SEPT OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR

experiential impressions total impressions

print impressionsdigital impressions 

2,732,089

2,732,089

51,175,014

51,174,340

800

61,903,083

194,580

61,709,251

2,500

2,489,447

2,523,717

34,270

51,680,462

51,715,011

300

77,205,680

77,204,486

1,200

62,327,410

62,327,410

130,500

429,400

EVALUATION
For this campaign, we defined awareness as a broad understanding of the 
marketplace, possibilities available through innovative adtech solutions and 
the new future made possible by Adobe Experience Cloud for Advertising. 

Surveying and Focus Groups
Lexicon Sentiment Analysis
Tracking Time

UM Tagging 
Search Volume 
Brand Mentions 

Click Through Rate
Website Traffic

Tracking Event Participation

By creating surveys and holding focus 
groups for our target audiences, we will 
gauge knowledge, overall feeling and 
awareness. Additionally, through Lexicon 
Sentiment Analysis, we will track emotions 
expressed by our audiences about Adobe 
Experience Cloud for Advertising to 
understand how they interpret the use of 
the tool as an adtech solution. Finally, we 
will track the time consumers spend on our 
website. If they spend over one minute, we 
can ensure our campaign allows consumers 
to understand Adobe’s full offerings.

With each digital placement, a unique URL 
will help us track and optimize where the 
most traffic is coming from. UM tagging 
can be attached to press releases, banner 
ads and social sharing platforms. Through 
Google Analytics and Google Trends, 
search volume and brand mentions will 
let us track searches for Adobe Experience 
Cloud for Advertising and how many times 
it is mentioned during our campaign. Our 
placements will garner a projected 2% 
increase in brand mentions. Lastly, we will 
reach a 0.5% follow rate from our sponsored 
Twitter posts.

Through our digital and trade magazine 
placements we will drive an average click 
through rate of 2% for the Adobe Experience 
Cloud for Advertising website. Additionally, 
we will track website traffic to ensure we 
reach our goal of 50,000 visits.

Using the participation information 
collected from the interactive touchpoints 
in our conference booths and our Media 
Arcade at the Adobe Summit, we will 
gather emails and social media handles for 
practitioners and decision makers.
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“I would never speculate 
on the limit. Every time 
you speculate, you’re 
way too conservative.”

CONCLUSION

You presented us with the opportunity to raise awareness for a new service that will inevitably change the way advertising exists. We chose to 
speak directly to a hyper-targeted audience and their sphere of influence to raise awareness for Adobe Experience Cloud for Advertising. To fully 
understand this complex audience, we researched their experiences, lifestyles and habits. We found that while each of them have a different 
approach to adopting tech, they each strive to grow in their careers–carrying this mentality into their decision making. Adobe is here to awaken 
the new era of advertising and is ready to share it with the world. We’re grateful for the opportunity to leave our mark on Adobe’s growing legacy. 
From here on, the new standard has been set for adtech.

We are team 100, and  
we look forward to  
working with you.

- John Warncok1
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